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Abhidharmakosa Chapter III: Loka (World) 
 

Overview: Chapters III-V move from the exposition of basic principles in Chapters I and II to the more concrete exposition 

of the impure dharmas. Chapter III is a cosmology describing the world of cyclic suffering. Chapter IV presents the cause of 

this world: karma (action) and Chapter V examines the underlying condition by which karma can function as the cause of the 

world: anusaya (defilements). The inclusion of a cosmology represents one of the major innovations Vasubandhu undertakes 

in relation to Hrdaya Abhidharma texts which include no such exposition.  

Chapter III gives an overview of the world of suffering and rebirth: samsara, described in terms of the 3 realms (dhatu) 

and the 5 destinies (gati). This description is divided into descriptions of the World of Beings (sattva-loka, K1-9, 75-85, see 

table below, also see Ch IV, K82-84) and the Receptacle World (bhajana-loka, K45-74, see diagrams and table below). This 

chapter also includes an exposition on the birth, life, death and intermediate existence of beings (the four existences, K10-19, 

37-44, see below), and an exposition on Dependent Co-arising (pratitya-samutpada, K20-36, see below). The teaching of 12-

fold dependent co-arising particularly explicates how suffering & rebirth are driven by karmic action informed by the 

defilements (and thus encapsulates the basic logic of how Chapters III, IV and V work together) and how this happens 

without the supposition of a self or soul (atman). Of further interest is the description of the process of the world (temporal 

cosmology), which follows a previous Abhidharma synthesis of multiple presentations in the sutra literature (K89-102, see 

below). Vasubandhu also presents a theory of atoms and instants (K85-89). The Bhasya at K93-94 also includes a portent of 

Vasubandhu‘s conversion to the Mahayana in expressing his profound appreciation for the Bodhisattva Way. The quality of 

Buddhahood results from 3 immeasurable kalpas = 3 *10
15

 (one thousand trillion) great kalpas. Buddhas appear during the 

decrease in human lifespan to one hundred years. 
 

A path to liberation (outlined in Chapters VI-VIII) necessarily involves a picture of the world. This is part of a 

comprehensive diagnosis of the basic problem of suffering, the 1
st
 Noble Truth. In its presentation of a tremendous range of 

experience ranging from the various hells and their attendant tortures to the many refinements of bliss in the heavens, the 

picture offered here expresses a vast range of human possibility. Particularly, the teachings of the heavens clarifies that the 

extensive realms of subtle bliss and development of mind are nonetheless still a part of samsara. The heavens offer only a 

temporary reprieve and although far more pleasant, can be less conducive to spiritual development than a human birth. As it 

is beginningless (and endless?), the notion of nirvana, release from this cycle of suffering, takes on tremendous weight: it is 

apparently release from infinite bondage. 
 

This is one realm of the teachings in which the literal presentation has been definitively refuted by the methods and 

results of science. Does its essential message nevertheless still hold? From Zen: a story and a quote (from Dan Lusthaus in 

Buddhist Phenomenology): 

Sato-Kaiseki was very much disturbed by the implications of Copernicus‘ heliocentric theory, which, of course, was 

inconsistent with the old Buddhist cosmology in which Mount Sumeru occupies the center of the universe. He reasoned that 

if the Buddhist view of the cosmos proved false, the triple world...would be reduced to nonsense, resulting in the negation of 

Buddhism itself. Immediately he set about writing a book in defense of the Mount Sumeru position, sparing himself no effort 

as a champion of Buddhism. When he had finished the work, he took it to Master Ekido (1805-1879, Soto) and presented it to 

him triumphantly. After leafing through only the first few pages, however, the master thrust the book back and, shaking his 

head, said, ―How Stupid! Don't you realize that the basic aim of Buddhism is to shatter the triple world...? Why stick to such 

worthless things and treasure Mount Sumeru? Blockhead!‖ Dumbfounded, Kasiseki shoved the book under his arm and went 

quickly home. 

And a quote from Linchi: ―Do you want to know the three worlds? They do not differ from the sensation of your 

listening to the Dharma now! One of your passionate urges, however fleeting, is the world of desire. A momentary anger is 

the world of form. And a second‘s foolish ignorance is the formless world. These are the furniture in your own house...it is 

the one clearly manifested and lively before your eyes, who perceives, weighs and measures the Three Worlds, and it is he 

who puts names to them.‖ 
 

In China, the Buddhist presentation of heavens and hells was to some extent embraced and found its way into Taoism 

and other aspects of Chinese culture. In this process of cultural transformation, an elaborate bureaucracy was woven into the 

vision.  
 

The Three Realms (dhatu) (also see the Kamadhatu, etc. attribute study in the Supplemental Materials): 

Kamadhatu: The Realm of Desire or Sensuousness. Includes the hells, pretas, animals, humans and 6 deva realms. 

Rupadhatu: The Realm of Form. Rupa here does not refer to material form as in the rupa of the 1
st
 skandha, nor to visible 

matter as in the rupa as the object of the eye-organ. Rather, rupa here refers to a subtle material existence, realized when 

one has transcended or completely let go of the desire or sensuousness of Kamadhatu. In the Kosa, includes 17 heavens. 

Arupyadhatu: The Realm of Formlessness. Realized upon completely letting go of even the subtle material existence of 

Rupadhatu. Includes 4 heavens which are not places, rather, Arupaydhatu ―is fourfold through its mode of existence.‖ 

[III.3] 

Note: these are the 3 realms as realms of existence. Rupadhatu & Arupyadhatu as meditation realms are discussed in Ch VIII.  



Abhidharmakosa Chapter III. SATTVA-LOKA (World of Beings): Gati - Realms of Rebirth (K1-9, 75-85) 
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(temporary abodes) Beings Height Lifespan Notes 

[Aryans 

(Noble Ones)] 

[Asaiksa (beyond training)] [Not a realm of rebirth (gati), 

but beyond 3 dhatus (lokuttara).] 

Mahayana somewhat accepts this 
cosmology, adding Pure Lands. See 
different vision in Avatamsaka Ch.5. [Saiksa (training)] 
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4 non-material or  

formless dhatus 

(dissolving limits) 

Naivasaṃjñānāsaṃjñāyatana (neither 

perception or non-perception) (AKA Bhavagra) 

n/a 80,000 kalpas III.3: Arupyadhatu is not a place. 

It is fourfold through its mode of 

existence. [While these beings 

only have 4 skandhas, this realm 

arises from the dhyana practice 

of beings with 5 skandhas.] 

Ākiṃcanyāyatana (nothingness) (K5: 7th sthiti) n/a 60,000 kalpas 

Vijñānānantyāyatana (infinite consciousness) 
(K5: 6th sthiti) 

n/a 50,000 kalpas 

Ākāśānantyāyatana(limitless space)(K5:5
th
 sthiti) n/a 20,000 kalpas 
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Of 17 places: 
(Rupadhatu devas are 

free from desire) 
 

4
th

 dhyana –  

5 Suddhavasikas 

Akanisthas(highest heaven/limit of rupa-being) 16,000 yojana 16,000 kalpa Suddhavasikas (Pure Abodes): 
only Anāgāmins (non-returners) 
live here. Protectors of 
Buddhism. E.g. Brahma 
Sahampati (who urged 
Shakyamuni to teach).  

Sudarsanas (clear seeing/perfect vision) 8,000 yojana 8,000 kalpa 

Sudrsas (beautiful/perfect form) 4,000 yojana 4,000 kalpa 

Atapas (untroubled/without heat) 2,000 yojana 2,000 kalpa 

Avrhas (not falling/passionless) 1,000 yojana 1,000 kalpa 

4
th

 dhyana – 

 Bṛhatphala worlds  

Brhatphalas (having great fruit/of great results) 500 yojana 500 kalpa ―Not agitated‖  

[Asaṃjñasattva (non-conscious  beings)] [500 yojana] [500 kalpa] (part of Brahtphala - AKB:II.41) 

Punyaprasavas (offspring of merit) 250 yojana 250 kalpa The 4th dhyana worlds are not 

destroyed at the end of a kalpa. Anabhrakas (cloudless) 125 yojana 125 kalpa 

3
rd

 dhyana – 

Śubhakṛtsna 

worlds 

Subhakrtsnas (total beauty/purity) (K5: 4th sthiti) 64 yojana 64 kalpa Quiet joy, bodies radiate a 

steady light. 3rd dhyana realms 

are destroyed by wind. 
Apramanasubhas (limitless beauty/purity) 32 yojana 32 kalpa 

Parittasubhas (limited beauty/lesser purity) 16 yojana 16 kalpa 

2
nd

 dhyana – 

Ābhāsvara worlds 
 

Abhasvaras (possessing splendor) (K5: 3rd sthiti) 8 yojana 8 kalpa They cry out in joy:aho sukham! 
(Oh joy!), bodies emit flashing 
rays of light like lightning. These 
realms are destroyed by water. 

Apramanabhas (limitless light) 4 yojana 4 kalpa 

Parittabhas (limited light) 2 yojana 2 kalpa 

1
st
 dhyana –  

Brahma worlds 

 

Mahabrahmanus (Great Brahma) 1½ yojana 1½ kalpa (½ maha) Brahma is regarded by some 
(including himself) as the creator 
of the world. 1st dhyana realms 
are destroyed by fire. 

Brahmapurohitas (ministers of Brahma) 1 yojana 1 kalpa (½ maha) 

Brahmakayikas (councilors of  " ) (K5: 2nd sthiti) ½ yojana ½ kalpa (½ maha) 
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Devas of Kama-  
dhatu [enjoy sensual 
pleasure, couple in 5 
ways: intercourse, an 
embrace, a touch, a 
smile, and a look] 

4 are above Meru: 

Paranirmitavasavartins (with power over 

creation)  

1½  krosa  9,334,000,000 yrs  Their desires are filled by other 

devas…home of Māra 

Nirmanaratis (delighting in their creations) 1¼ krosa  2,336,000,000 yrs Whatever they desire, appears 

Tusitas (joyful) (Abode of the Bodhisattva‘s 

penultimate rebirth.) 

1 krosa  

 

584,000,000 yrs The future Buddha Maitreya 

currently abides here. 

Yamas (the lowest realm above earth) ¾ krosa  146,000,000 yrs ―Heaven without fighting‖ 

2 realms are on 

Meru: 

Trayastrimsas (of the 33 (devas)) ½ krosa  36,500,000 yrs Ruler: Sakra Devanam Indra 

Caturmaharajikas (4 Great Kings: Dhṛtarāṣṭra  ¼ krosa 9,125,000 yrs The most numerous of the Gods. 

They live on 4 terraces on Meru. (east), Virūḍhaka (south), Virūpākṣa (west), Vaiśravaṇa (north)) 

[Asuras 修羅 anti-gods, demi-gods, titans, fighting spirits, demons. 
(Regarded variously as devas, animals, pretas, and their own realm.)] 

Banished to the base of Meru, always fighting to ascend. Tsongkhapa 

was key in establishing the Asuras as a 6th realm. Mentioned in AKB. 

4. Manusya 人 
Humans (K5: 1st sthiti) 

4 continents [shape]: 

Uttara-Kuru (Northern Kurus) [square] 32 elbows 1,000 yrs ―the shape of the continents…is 

the shape of the faces of the 

persons who reside in them.‖ 
Avara-Godaniya (Western Godaniyas) [circle] 16 elbows 500 yrs 

Purva-Videha (Eastern Videhas) [half-moon] 8 elbows 250 yrs 

Jambudvipa (South Jambudvipa) [carriage] 3½ - 4 elbows ∞ - 10 yrs Where we (and Buddhas) live! 

3. Tiryak 畜生  Animals (of land, water & air, miniscule-massive) [varies] Up to 1 kalpa Naga kings live for a kalpa 

2. Preta 餓鬼 
Hungry ghosts 

(There is great variety in Pretas, some enjoy a glory  [unspecified] 15,000 yrs Some live in our world but see it 

differently, e.g. water as pus, etc. similar to gods. Yama, the king of Pretas, lives 500 yojanas under Jambudvipa.) 
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Hot hells 

 

 
[1. Hells, 2. Preta 

(perpetually 

ravenous), & 3. 

Animals result 

(vipaka) from 

akusala-karma] 

Sañjīva (reviving (repeatedly pulverized & revived))  " 4,562,500,000 yrs ―difficult to get out of, full of 

cruel beings…they have four 

walls and four gates; they are as 

high as they are wide; they are 

encircled by walls of fire; their 

ceiling is fire; their sun is 

burning, sparkling fire; and they 

are filled with flames hundreds 

of yojanas high.‖ 

Kālasūtra (iron chains)   " 36,500,000,000 yrs 

Saṃghāta (crushing)   " 292 trillion yrs  

Raurava (screaming)   " 2,336 trillion yrs 

Mahāraurava (great screaming)   " 18,688 trillion yrs 

Tapana (scorching)   " 149,504 trillion yrs 

Pratāpana (extreme scorching)   " ½ antara-kalpa  

Avīci (uninterrupted [torture])   " 1 antara-kalpa  

Cold Hells 

 

 
 

(Note: In Indian 

Buddhism, there are 

varying accounts of 

the number of hells 

(and Rupa heavens).) 

Arbuda (blister)  (These lifespans are 

an estimate, K84: 

―Life in the Arbudas 

is the time of the 

exhaustion of a vaha 

by taking a grain of 

sesame every 100 

years.‖ The rest by 

multiplying by 20…) 

" 51,200 billion yrs ―Some [names] indicate the form 
that the beings in hell take…the 
others indicate the noise that the 
damned make under the bite of 
the cold: atata…‖   (K59: Are 
the ‗guardians of hell‘ beings?) 

Nirarbuda (burst blister) " 1,024 trillion yrs 

Aṭaṭa (shivering) " 20,480 trillion yrs 

Hahava (lamentation) " 409,600 trillion yrs 

Huhuva (chattering teeth) " 8,192 quadrillion yrs 

Utpala (blue lotus) " 16,384 * 1016 yrs  1 yojana ~ 8 miles (esti-

mates range from: 4.5 – 16 

miles), 8 krosas = 1 yojana 
Padma (lotus) " 32,768 *1017 yrs  

Mahāpadma (great lotus) " 65,536 * 1018 yrs  

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Charlie/Documents/Files%20and%20tools%20from%20Charlie/ddb/combdict.chm::/dicts/deabt/data/b5929.htm#5929
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Four_stages_of_enlightenment#Non-returner
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vaisravana
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avici


―The series (samtana) of the skandhas, in its continual process, is only a succession of the four existences (bhava)‖ [K37]: 

1. Intermediate existence (antarabhava) 
 

Basic definition [K10]: ―Between death—that is, the five skandhas of the moment of death—and arising—that is, the five 

skandhas of the moment of rebirth—there is found an existence—a ‗body‘ of five skandhas—that goes to the place of rebirth. This 

existence between two realms of rebirth (gati) is called intermediate existence.‖  (The intermediate existence arises but is not 

―born‖. If it was born, it effectively becomes another realm of existence, contradicting the sutras.) 

A series without discontinuity: [K11]: ―The momentary dharmas exist in a series; when they appear in a place distant from that in 

which they have been found, it is because they are reproduced without discontinuity in intermediate places, such as the series that 

constitutes a grain of rice and which one transports to a distant village by passing through all the villages in the interval. In the 

same way, the mental series takes up birth after being reproduced without discontinuity from the place where death took place.‖ 

Form of antarabhava [K13]: ―The action that projects the gati or the realm of rebirth - an existence in hell, etc - is the same 

action that projects the intermediate existence by which one goes to this realm of rebirth. As a consequence antarabhava or 

intermediate existence has the form [as a child] of the future purvakalabhava of the realm of rebirth towards which he is going.‖ 

Characteristics [K14]: a) Movement: ―Filled with the impetus of the supernormal power of action…The Buddhas themselves 

cannot stop him… Even a diamond is not impenetrable to him.‖ b) Consumption: They eat odors. Thus called ―Gandharva‖.   

Duration [K14]: As for how long the intermediate being exists, some say there is no fixed rule as it lasts until the necessary 

conditions come together for rebirth, some say it lasts 7 days, some 7 weeks, and some say it is a very short period of time. 

Reincarnation [K15]: ―Even though distant he sees the place of his rebirth. There he sees his father and mother united. His mind is 

troubled by the effects of sex and hostility. When the intermediate being is male, it is gripped by a male desire with regard to the 

mother; when it is female, it is gripped by a female desire with regard to the father; and, inversely, it hates either the father, or the 

mother, whom it regards as either a male or a female rival…Then the impurities of semen and blood is found in the womb; the 

intermediate being, enjoying its pleasures, installs itself there. Then the skandhas harden; the intermediate being perishes; and birth 

arises that is called ‗reincarnation‘ (pratisamdhi).‖  

Driven by desire: [K15]: Beings which arise from moisture go to their place of rebirth through desire for odors. Beings born from 

wombs and eggs through desire for sex. Apparitional beings through desire for residence (even to birth in hell,the heat looks good). 

Awareness: [K16]: A Cakravartin enters in full consciousness, a Pratyekabuddha enters and stays in full consciousness, a Buddha 

enters, stays and leaves in full consciousness, and other sentient beings accomplish these stages with a troubled mind. 

No-self [K18]: ―An entity that abandons the skandhas of one existence and takes up the skandhas of another existence, an internal 

agent of action, a Purusa,—this atman does not exist. In fact the Blessed One said, ‗Actions exist, and results exist, but there is no 

agent who abandons these skandhas here and takes up those skandhas there, independently of the casual relationship of the 

dharmas. What is this causal relationship? Namely, if this exists, then that exists; through the arising of this, there is the arising of 

that; Pratityasamutpada.‘…[the skandhas] are momentary, and incapable of transmigrating.‖  

 

2. Existence as arising (upapattibhava) (also see Summary K16-17 below) 
Defiled [K37]: Existence as arising is always defiled, and by all the defilements of the sphere to which it belongs.  

Four wombs [K8]: i) ‘Womb of beings born from eggs’: beings who arise from eggs, geese, cranes, peacocks, etc. 

ii) ‘Womb of beings born from wombs’: beings who arise from a womb, elephants, horses, cows, pigs, etc. 

iii) ‘Wombs of beings born from moisture’: beings who arise from the exudation of the elements, earth, etc., -worms, insects, etc.  

iv) ‘Womb of apparitional beings’: beings who arise all at once, with their organs neither lacking nor deficient, with all their 

major and minor limbs. These are called apparitional, because they are skillful at appearing, and because they arise all at once 

[without an embryonic state, semen and blood]; such as gods, beings in hell, or beings in an intermediate existence. 

(K9: Humans & Animals: all 4 types; Beings in Hell & Devas (& antarabhava): apparitional; Pretas: womb and apparitional.) 

(K9: Apparitional birth is the ―best‖ – but Buddhas are born from wombs (to encourage & reassure beings, and leave relics).) 
 

3. Existence in and of itself (purvakalabhava) (see also Ch IV, K95) 
How do beings last? [K38]: ―Everyone lasts through food…Food signifies that which makes existence (bhava) grow… food has 

for a result causing to endure, causing to go ‗those that exist‘, of favoring ‗those desiring re-existence (sambhavaisin).‘‖ 

Four Types of Food [K39-41]: (i) Food by the mouthfuls exists in Kāmadhātu… In the three Dhātus, (ii) contact, (iii) 

volition, and (iv) consciousness, when they are impure, are food…(i) Food by the mouthful makes the body grow, while (ii) 

contact makes the mind grow. These two foods which cause that which is born to live, and which are similar to a wet-nurse, are the 

major items for the duration of a being who is born. (iii) Mental volitional action which is active, projects a new existence; this new 

existence, thus projected, is produced  from the seed which is the (iv) consciousness ‗informed‘ through action. Mental volitional 

action and the consciousness are thus the two foods which cause birth, which are similar to a mother, and which are the major items 

for the production of the existence of a being who has not yet been born.‖ 
 

4. Existence at death (maranabhava) 
With a neutral sensation: [K42]: ―The mind consciousness, at death and at birth, is associated with the sensation of indifference, 

upeksa…This sensation is not active; the other sensations are active and, as a consequence, an arising and a dying consciousness 

cannot be associated with them, for, in this hypothesis, it would itself be active.‖ 

Where consciousness dies: [K43]: ―When death is gradual, the manas dies in the feet, at the navel, in the heart, accordingly as the 

being goes below, among humans, among the Suras [gods], or is not reborn…[Consciousness though nonmaterial is bound to the 

organ of touch, its point of support, thus:] The consciousness dies through the destruction of the organ of touch, which takes place 

in a certain place. Towards the end of life, the organ of touch perishes bit by bit; at the end it remains only in a certain part of the 

body where it finishes by disappearing.‖ 



BHAJANA-LOKA 
The Receptacle (or Container) World (K45-

74) 

 

Detail of Jambudvipa (K57): 

 

 
 

(Four rivers flow from Laka Anavatapta, each 

circle the lake once and then flow out – this is 

actually not in the Kosa, but the Mahavibhasa. 

Sadakata speculates that this lake may refer to 

Manasarowar in Tibet (in Tibetan: Mapan).) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Detail: Layout of Trayastrimsa, 

―the Heaven of the 33 Gods‖  

(At the summit of Meru) (K65-68): 

 

 
 

 

The Universe: K73-74: One thousand four-continents, moons, suns, Merus, dwellings of the Kāma gods, and world of Brahmā, make 

up a small chiliocosm; one thousand small chiliocosms make a dichiliocosm (one million worlds), the middle universe; and one thousand 

dichiliocosms make a trichiliocosm (one billion worlds). [according to some, they are arranged horizontally, according to others, 

vertically…also variant views on how the Rupa heavens relate these universes (see below also: Process of the World).] 
 

 
 



Category Name of realm, plane, element, feature, etc. Width Height/Depth 

 

Rupa 

Heavens 

Akanisthas (17
th

 rupa heaven) (Note: multiple views of width & height…) (First 3 dhyanas are the di-

mension of small, medium 

& great chiliocosms, 4th 

dhyana is without measure) 

167,772,160,000 yojanas 

(The 2
nd

 – 16
th

 rupa heavens double in height each time, from 5,120,000 

to 83,886,080,000 yojanas) (for the names of these, see the Gatis) 

(by doubling each time) 

Brahmakayikas (1
st
 rupa heaven)  2,560,000 yojanas high 

 

 

Kamadhatu 

Heavens 

Paranirmitavasavartins " 1,280,000 yojanas high 

Nirmāṇarati " 640,000 yojanas high 

Tusita " 320,000 yojanas high 

Yama (from here up – ―aerial abodes‖ above Sumeru) " 160,000 yojanas high 

Trayastrimsa (―The 33 [Gods]‖=8 vasavas, 2 asvinas, 11 rudras, 12 adityas.  " 80,000 yojanas high 

Summit of Meru. In the center, city of Sudarsana, with it‘s own ―soft‖ & multi-colored sun. 4 peaks in the corners which the Vajrapani‘s  

Caturmaharajikas (see 4 terraces below) inhabit. 4 Pleasure gardens. Parijata in the NE, Sudharma in the SW.) 

Celestial 

bodies 

Sun (―midnight it sets, midday it rises,‖ days grow longer as it goes south…)  51 yojanas  40,000 yojanas high 

Moon (―covered by its shadow by reason of its proximity to the sun‖) 50 yojanas  40,000 yojanas high 

4 Terraces 
(belonging to 

the Catur-

maharajikas) 

Maharajikas (great kings) 
 

(With Gandharvas in the 

east, Kumbhandas in the 

south, Nagas in the west 

Yaksas in the north) 

2,000 yojanas 40,000 yojanas high 

Sadamttas (always intoxicated) 4,000 yojanas 30,000 yojanas high 

Maladharas (wearer of crowns) 8,000 yojanas 20,000 yojanas high 

Krotapanis (pitcher in hand) 16,000 yojanas 10,000 yojanas high 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mountains 

and 

Oceans 

Sumeru (supreme) mountain (at the center) (4 jewels: K50: ―Meru  80,000 yojanas 80,000 yojanas high 

has four faces which are respectively, from north to west, made of gold, silver, lapis and crystal. Each of these substances 

gives its own color to the part of space which faces it. Since the face of Meru which is turned towards Jambudvipa is made 

of lapis, our heaven is thus similar in color to lapis.‖) (overall shape: like an hour-glass)(compare: diameter of earth = 8k miles) 

1
st
 Sea (Sita: water has 8 qualities: cold, dear, light, tasty, sweet, not  80,000 yojanas 80,000 yojanas deep 

fetid, & non-harming throat & stomach) (the oceans form the intervals between the mountains) 

Yugandhara (yoke) mountains (gold)  (these and the remaining 
mountain ranges below 

(Isadhara, etc.) form a set 

of concentric rings.) 

40,000 yojanas 40,000 yojanas high 

2
nd

 Sea (Sita: water as for the 1
st
 Sea) 40,000 yojanas 40,000 yojanas deep 

Iṣadhara (plowshare) mountains (gold) 20,000 yojanas 20,000 yojanas high 

3
rd

 Sea (Sita: water as for the 1
st
 Sea) 20,000 yojanas 20,000 yojanas deep 

Khadiraka (Khadira) mountains (gold) 10,000 yojanas 10,000 yojanas high 

4
th
 Sea (Sita: water as for the 1

st
 Sea) 10,000 yojanas 10,000 yojanas deep 

Sudarśana (lovely) mountains (gold) 5,000 yojanas 5,000 yojanas high 

5
th
 Sea (Sita: water as for the 1

st
 Sea) 5,000 yojanas 5,000 yojanas deep 

Aśvakarṇa mountains (ear of the horse) (gold) 2,500 yojanas 2,500 yojanas high 

6
th
 Sea (Sita: water as for the 1

st
 Sea) 2,500 yojanas 2,500 yojanas deep 

Vinataka (perfect bow) mountains (gold) 1,250 yojanas 1,250 yojanas high 

7
th
 Sea (Sita: water as for the 1

st
 Sea) (7 Sitas = inner sea) 1,250 yojanas 1,250 yojanas deep 

Nimindhara (rim of the wheel) mountains (gold) 625 yojanas 625 yojanas high 

The Great Outer Sea (salt water) 322,000 yojanas (relatively shallow) 

Cakravāḍa (encircling) mountains (iron) 312.5 yojanas 312.5 yojanas high 

 

 

 

Four 

Continents 

Uttara-Kuru (Northern Kurus) [square] (its tree is a Kalpa-tree) 8,000 yojanas around (each side = 2,000 yojanas) 

Avara-Godaniya (Western Godaniyas) [circle] (its tree is a giant Kadamba) 7,500 yojanas around (diameter = 2,500 yojanas) 

Purva-Videha (Eastern Videhas) [half-moon] (its tree is the acacia) Three sides of 2,000 yojanas & 1 side of 350  

Jambudvipa (South Jambudvipa) [carriage] (K53: ―In its center, resting  Three sides of 2,000 yojanas & 1 side of 3½  

on the sphere of gold, is the ‗diamond throne‘ where the Bodhisattva sits to attain vajropamasamadhi and so to become an 

Arhat and a Buddha: no other place, and no other person can support the vajropamasamadhi of the Bodhisattva.‖ K57: ―By 

going toward the north in this Jambudvipa, one encounters three ant-Mountains, [so called because they have the shape of 

an ant]; then three other ant-Mountains; then three other again; and finally the Himavat (=the Himalayas). Beyond that, this 

side of the Gandhamadana (‗Mountain of Perfume‘), lies Lake Anavatapta from whence there flows out four great rivers, 

the Ganga, the Sindhu, the Vaksu and the Sita. This lake, fifty yojanas wide and deep, is full of a water endowed with the 

eight qualities. Only persons who possess magical powers can go there. The Jambu tree is located near this lake. Our 

continent receives its name of Jambudvipa, either from the tree, or from the fruit of the tree which is also called Jambu.‖) 

Foundational 

Circles or 

Discs 

Gold (originally water which got agitated and became gold) 1,203,450 yojanas  

(diameter) 

320,000 yojanas thick 

Water (held by the wind or by the actions of beings) 800,000 yojanas thick 

Wind (arises by the actions of living beings, resting on space,it is solid) immeasurable 1,600,000 yojanas thick 

Hells Avici etc. (the other hells are above Avici, each has 16 annexes.) 20,000 yojanas 20,000 yojanas below 
 

Horizontally: 40k (center of Meru to edge) + 80k (1
st
 Sea) + 40k (Yugandhara) + 40k (2

nd
 Sea) + 20k (etc.) + 20k + 10k + 10k + 5k + 5k + 

2.5k + 2.5k + 1,250 + 1,250 + 625 + 625 (Nimindhara) + 322k (outer sea) + 312.5 (Cakravada) = 601,062.5 yojanas radius. Multiply by 2 

for diameter = 1,202,125 which is very close to: 1,203,450 = diameter of Gold & Water (leaves an outer rim 662.5 yojanas?) 



A few traditional depictions of Meru, the continents, etc.: 

 

 

  



 Dvādaśa-astanga Pratītyasamutpāda - 十二因緣 - Twelve-fold Dependent Co-arising (Ch III, K20-38)  
 

    12.Jara-marana: 老死 Old age & Death  

 Foundation/Result 
 Image: A Person Carrying a Corpse 

1.Avidya: 無明 Ignorance 

  Defilement/Cause 
    Image: Blind person 
 

Basic Formula: By 

reason (pratyaya) of 

Ignorance, Forma-

tions arise, etc. 

   11.Jati: 生 Birth, Arising 

Foundation/Result 
Image: Woman in Labor 

  2.Samskara: 行 Formations,Dispositions 

    Action/Cause 
        Image: Potter Working at the Wheel 

 

 10.Bhava: 有 Becoming, 

Being, Existing 

Action/Cause 
Image: Couple Embracing 

  
 

3.Vijnana: 識 Consciousness 

 Foundation/Result 
  Image: Restless Monkey 

 
9.Upadana: 取 Attachment 

Defilement/Cause 
 Image: Plucking a Fruit 

  
 

 4.Nama-rupa:名色 Name & Form 

Foundation/Result 
Image: 2 People in a Boat 

 
 8.Trsna: 愛 Grasping, Thirst 

 Defilement/Cause 
   Image: Holding a Cup of Wine 

        5.Sad-ayatana: 六處 Six Gates 

    Foundation/Result 
  Image: House with 6 Empty Windows 

 

   7.Vedana: 受 Sensation, Feeling 

   Foundation/Result 
        Image: Man with an Arrow in his Eye 

     6.Sparsa: 觸 Contact 

   Foundation/Result 
Image: Couple Making Love 

The 12-links are a specific 

set of conditional relations 

within the more general 

hetu-pratyaya-phala scheme. 
 

DEFINITION: K28: Pratityasamutpada signifies ―arising having attained the condition.‖ K24: What is Pratityasamutpada? All the con-

ditioned (samskrta) dharmas. What are the dharmas produced through dependence (pratityasamutpanna)? All the conditioned dharmas. 

[Pratityasamutpada is the way dharmas arise & pass. It is eternal but not itself an unconditioned dharma, as it is conditioned dharmas.] 
 

PURPOSE: K25: Why does the Sutra teach Pratityasamutpada as only pertaining to living beings? In order to have aberration cease with 

regard to the past, the future, and the interval in between. And it is for this same reason that it teaches a Pratityasamutpada in three 

sections. [It clarifies: 1. Rebirth without positing a ―self‖; 2. Rebirth being propelled by defilement & action based on defilement.] 
 

EVERY RESULT IS A CAUSE: K28: The part that is a cause is Pratityasamutpada, because, there takes place arising from it. The part 

that is a result is pratityasamutpanna, because it arose; but it is also Pratityasamutpada, because, from it, arising takes place. 
 

THREEFOLD: K26: This twelvefold Pratityasamutpada is also threefold, defilement (klesa), action (karman), and foundation (vastu); it 

is twofold, cause and result. Three parts are defilement, two are action; seven are foundation and also result. Ignorance, thirst, and 

attachment are, by their nature, defilements; the samskaras and bhava are action; consciousness, namarupa, the six ayatana, contact, 

sensation, birth, and old age and death are foundation, so called because they are the support (ahaya-adhisthana) of the defilements and 

action. The parts that are foundation are result: the five that are not foundation are cause, being both defilement and action in nature. 
 

NO BEGINNING: K27: If Pratityasamutpada has only twelve parts, transmigration would have a begin-

ning, since the cause of ignorance is not indicated; and it would have an end, since the result of old age 

and death is not indicated. Thus one must add new parts, and to infinity. No, for the Blessed One has im-

plicitly indicated the cause of ignorance and result of old age and death. (i) From defilement there arises 

defilement (89) and (ii) action (12,910); (iii) from whence foundation (23,1011); (iv) from 

whence a new foundation (34567,1112)  and (v) defilement (78): such is the manner of 

existence of the parts of existence [12 limbs]…Since such is the manner of existence of the various parts 

of dependent origination it is clear that ignorance has either a defilement or a foundation for its cause; it 

is clear that old age & death has defilement for a result. [This unfolds the interrelations of Chapters III, 

IV & V and also illustrates: (I.4) ―All conditioned things, with the exception of the path, are impure.‖] 

 Defilement 

(Klesa, Ch V) 
K36: like a seed, 

naga, root, tree, husk 

 

   
 

 

Foundation 

(Vastu, Ch III) 
K37: like food 

& drink 

 Action 

(Karma,Ch IV) 
K37: like grain: 

husk,grass,flower 
 

 

ALL LINKS ASSOCIATED WITH IGNORANCE: K27: To the Arhats, sensation is not a cause of desire: from whence we conclude that 

sensation is a cause of desire only when it is defiled, associated with ignorance. [This is true of all 12 links.] 
 

FOUR APPROACHES or ASPECTS: K24: It is also said that Pratityasamutpada is fourfold:  

1. Momentary or of one moment (ksanika): ―realized in one and the same moment.‖ [The 12-links are viewed in terms of the conjoined 

dharmas functioning simultaneously in a single moment. Sautrantikas object to this and Static pratityasamutpada.] 

2. Prolonged (prakarsika: extending over many moments of many existences): ―extending itself over three consecutive existences.‖ [This 

perspective extends the analysis throughout samsara and past, present & future. The 12-links are an uninterrupted continuance.] 

3. Serial or Connected (sambandhika, through the union of causes and effects): ―the dharmas produced through dependence.‖ [This ap-

proach emphasizes connection of one moment to the next as cause & effect (sometimes in contrast to Momentary (cut-off/flashing).] 

4. Static or Pertaining to States (avasthika: embracing twelve states, or periods, of the five skandhas). ―made up of the twelve states 

(avastha) embracing the five skandhas.‖ [All 4 approaches are represented in Sarvastivada, this one is preferred and it actually 

includes the Prolonged approach (3 lives). Each limb is named ―according to the predominant dharma‖ (Stalker trans). e.g.: ―The 

Blessed One designates a state in which ignorance is the major element as ignorance.‖ Stages 3-5 are embryonic, 6-8 childhood.]  

http://www.buddhism-dict.net/cgi-bin/xpr-ddb.pl?80.xml+id%28%27b8001-6b7b%27%29
http://www.buddhism-dict.net/cgi-bin/xpr-ddb.pl?71.xml+id%28%27b7121-660e%27%29
http://www.buddhism-dict.net/cgi-bin/xpr-ddb.pl?75.xml+id%28%27b751f%27%29
http://www.buddhism-dict.net/cgi-bin/xpr-ddb.pl?88.xml+id%28%27b884c%27%29
http://www.buddhism-dict.net/cgi-bin/xpr-ddb.pl?67.xml+id%28%27b6709%27%29
http://www.buddhism-dict.net/cgi-bin/xpr-ddb.pl?8b.xml+id%28%27b8b58%27%29
http://www.buddhism-dict.net/cgi-bin/xpr-ddb.pl?53.xml+id%28%27b53d6%27%29
http://www.buddhism-dict.net/cgi-bin/xpr-ddb.pl?54.xml+id%28%27b540d-8272%27%29
http://www.buddhism-dict.net/cgi-bin/xpr-ddb.pl?61.xml+id%28%27b611b%27%29
http://www.buddhism-dict.net/cgi-bin/xpr-ddb.pl?51.xml+id%28%27b516d-8655%27%29
http://www.buddhism-dict.net/cgi-bin/xpr-ddb.pl?53.xml+id%28%27b53d7%27%29
http://www.buddhism-dict.net/cgi-bin/xpr-ddb.pl?89.xml+id%28%27b89f8%27%29


 

[for more,see:] 2 presentations: (1) K21-24: Static (links = states), & (2) K28: Serial or Connected (links = dharmas, not states),  Momentary 

1.  

Avidya 
(ignorance) 

[III.28-29] 

K21-24: Ignorance is, in a previous life, the state of defilement. [Ignorance does not refer to an isolated state of ignorance, nor 

merely to the totality of the defilements, ―all the klesas‖] but rather, in a previous life, the series (with its five skandhas) which 

is defiled, the condition of defilement. All the defilements in fact accompany ignorance, and are activated through ignorance. 

In the same way, when one says that the king is coming, one understands that his courtiers are accompanying him. 

…(12-links =  

1 state)… 

K24: his 

moha 

(aberration) is 

ignorance 

(avidya) 

K28: The fool or Prthagjana does not understand (aprajanari) that Pratityasamutpada is merely the samskaras, that is, 

conditioned (samskrta) dharmas—[this lack of prajna is avidya aveniki, only nonwisdom, not associated with desire]—and 

this produces a belief in an atman, and egotism; 

2.  

Samskara 
(karmic 

formations) 

[I.15, II.23-

48, IV] 

K21-24: The samskaras are, in a previous life, the state of action. The series of the previous life, which does good, bad, or 

neutral actions, constitute the samskaras. 

K24:  his 

"volition" 

(cetana)  

are the 

samskaras 

K28: it accomplishes the threefold action - bodily, vocal, mental - with a view to agreeable sensation, & to the sensation of in-

difference; non-meritorious action, with a view to agreeable sensation in this life; meritorious action, with a view to agreeable 

sensation in a future life in Kamadhatu; and ―immoveable‖ action, with a view to agreeable sensation of the first three Dhyanas 

and the sensation of indifference of the higher stages. These actions are the samskaras that exist by reason of ignorance. 

3.  

Vijnana 
(conscious-

ness) 

[I.16] 

K21-24: The consciousness is the skandhas at conception. The five skandhas, in the womb, at the moment of reincarnation 

(pratisamdhi) or arising constitute consciousness. 

K24: his 

distinct 

consciousness 

of a certain 

object is 

consciousness  

K28: Given the force of the projection of action, the series of the consciousness, due to the series of the intermediary 

existence, goes into such and such a realm of rebirth, as long as it may be, in the manner in which a flame goes, that is, in a 

perpetual renewing. That is the consciousness which exists by reason of the samskaras…―What is the consciousness? The six 

groups of consciousness.‖ 

4.  

Nama-rupa  
(name-&-

form) 

[III.30 

I.9-13] 

K21-24: Namarupa (is the series) from this moment on, until the production of the six ayatanas. Namarupa is made up of the 

five skandhas, in the womb, from arising, as long as the six organs are not manifested. It is proper to say, ―as long as the four 

organs . . .,‖ [for the mana-ayatana and the kaya-ayatana exist from arising or conception, pratisamdhiksane]; it is now at the 

moment when the four organs, eye, etc., appear that these two preexisting organs are found to be ―arranged‖ [in a group of six]. 

K24: the four 

skandhas 

coexisting 

with the 

consciousness 

is namarupa; 
K28: With the consciousness as an antecedent, namarupa arises in this realm of rebirth. This is the five skandhas, conforming 

to the definition of the Vibbanga: ―What is naman? The four nonmaterial skandhas. What is rupa? All rupa... These two,—the 

naman and the rupa,—are called namarupa.‖ 

5.  

Sadayatana: 

(6 organs) 

[I.9] 

K21-24: The six ayatanas are the five skandhas from the first appearance of the organs until the moment when the coming 

together of the organ, the object of consciousness, and the consciousness takes place. 

K24: organs 

in relation to 

namarupa are 

6 ayatanas 
K28: Then, through the development of namarupa, there arises in their times, the six organs: these are the six ayatanas. 

6.  

Sparsa 
(contact) 

[III.30-31] 

K21-24: There is sparsa, or contact, until the moment when the capacity to distinguish the cause of pleasure, of suffering, etc., 

is acquired. Contact [which begins at birth] lasts until the moment when the infant becomes capable of distinguishing, ―This is 

a cause of pleasure...‖ 

K24: the 

application of 

the six 

ayatanas is 

contact 
K28: Then, encountering their object, a consciousness arises, and, through the coming together of the three (consciousness, the 

six ayatanas and a visaya), there is contact, which is susceptible of being experienced agreeably, etc. 

7.  

Vedana 
(sensation) 

[III.32-35] 

K21-24: There is contact before sexual union. Contact, which the Karika terms vitti, exists for as long as desire for sexual 

union is not in action. [This state is termed vedana, sensation, because one experiences the cause of vedana.] 

K24: to 

experience 

contact is 

sensation 
K28: From that, the threefold sensation, agreeable, etc, arises. 

8.  

Trishna 
(thirst) 

[V] 

K21-24: Desire (―thirst‖) is the state of one who desires pleasure and sexual union. There is then in activity concupiscence 

relative to the objects of desire, visible things, etc., and sexual union. This state of ―thirst‖ or desire ends when one begins, 

under the influence of this desire, to search out these pleasures. 

K24: desire 

(raga) is 

thirst; 

K28: From this threefold sensation, there arises a threefold desire; desire for kama or desire for agreeable sensation of the 

sphere of Kamadhatu, in a being tormented by suffering; desire for rupa, or desire for agreeable sensation of the three Dhyanas 

and the sensation of indifference of the Fourth; all desire for Arupya. 

9.  

Upadana 
(attach-

ment) 

[V] 

K21-24: Upadana or attachment is the state of one who runs around in search of the pleasures. One runs everywhere in order 

to acquire these pleasures. [Or rather upadana is the fourfold defilement (v.38): the period during which this fourfold 

defilement is active is called upadana].  

K24: the 

parya-

vasthanas 

[corruptions] 

associated 

with thirst are 

attachment 

K28: Then, from the desire relating to sensation, there arises a fourfold attachment (upadana): attachment to the object of 

sense pleasure (kamopadana), attachment to views (drstyupadana), attachment to rules and rituals (silavratopadana), and 

attachment to theories concerning the soul (atmavadopadana). The kamas are the five objects of pleasure (kamaguna). The 

views, sixty-two in number, are as explained in the Brahmajalasutra. Sila is rejecting immorality; vrata is the vow to act like a 

dog, a bull, etc…Atmavada is the person himself, and atmabhava, is that relating to which one says atman…―The fool, the 

ignorant, the Prthagjana, conforming to the manners of vulgar speech, thinks ‗me,‘ or ‗mine;‘ but there is not any ‗me‘ or 

‗mine.‘‖ Attachment to the kamas, views, etc., is chanda or desire, and raga or craving, with regard to them… 

10.  

Bhava 
(becoming) 

[IV] 

K21-24: Running around in this manner He does actions which will have for their result future existence (bhava): this is 

bhava, [Bhava signifies ―action,‖ for existence takes place by reason of it.] Action done and accumulated in the search for 

pleasures will produce reexistence. The period during which one does this action constitutes bhava. 

K24: bodily 

or vocal 

action that 

proceeds is 

bhava 
K28: Because of attachment, accumulated action produces a new existence: this is bhava. The Sutra says, ―Ananda, action that 

produces a new existence is the nature of bhava.‖ 

11.  

Jati 
(birth) 

[III.8-17,38] 

K21-24: Jati is the new reincarnation. The five skandhas at the moment when reincarnation takes place after death is jati The 

"part" that receives the name of consciousness in a present existence is called jati in a future existence. 

K24: emer-

sion of all 

these dhar-

mas is jati 
K28: By reason of bhava, and by means of the descent of the consciousness, future arising (janman) is birth, which is made up 

of the five skandhas, being namarupa in nature. 

12.  

Jara-

marana  
(aging,death) 

[III.42-44] 

K21-24: Old age-and-death lasts until sensation. From jati until sensation,—which is here termed vid—there are four parts of 

the present existence, namarupa, the six ayatana, contact and sensation which are, in a future existence designated by the 

expression old age and death, the twelfth part of this twelvefold series. 

K24: their 

maturity is 

old age; and 

their rupture 

is death 
K28: Because of birth, there is old age and death as defined in the Sutra. It is in this manner that, sufficient unto itself —that is, 

without any relation to an atman - there is produced this great mass of suffering, great because it has neither beginning nor end. 
 

 
 

 



The following table lays out the analysis of K33-35 which, as part of the exposition of sensation (vedana), include a study of 

what can be an object of mind (manopavicara) in terms of : 

a) The 6 sense objects (visible, sounds, odors, tastes, tangibles & mind-objects (dharmas)) [delineated in the 2
nd

 column] 

b) The 3 sensations (satisfactory, dissatisfactory and indifferent) [delineated in the 1
st
 column (on the left)] 

c) The 3 realms (Kamadhatu, Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu) [delineated in the 2
nd

 row from the top] 

These potential objects of mind are then analyzed in terms of what beings can have them for objects – beings in: 

a) Kamadhatu     \ 

b) The 1
st
 and 2

nd
 dhyanas (Rupadhatu)  [delineated in 

c) The 3
rd

 and 4
th
 dhyanas (Rupadhatu)  the 1

st
 row along  

d) The preliminary stage of Arupyadhana the top] 

e) Arupyadhyana    / 
 

A being in: Kamadhatu 1
st
 and 2

nd
 dhyanas 

(Rupadhatu) 

3
rd

 and 4
th

 dhyanas 

(Rupadhatu) 

Preliminary Stage 

of Arupyadhyana 

Arupya-

dhyana 

Can have for their object: Kama-

dhatu 

Rupa-

dhatu 

Arupya

-dhatu 

Kama-

dhatu 

Rupa-

dhatu 

Arupya-

dhatu 

Kama-

dhatu 

Rupa-

dhatu 

Arupya

-dhatu 

Rupa-

dhatu 

Arupya-

dhatu 

Arupya-

dhatu 18 Manopavicaras: 

S
at

is
fa

ct
io

n
 

sa
m

a
n

a
sy

a
 

1.Visibles X X  X X        

2.Sounds X X  X X        

3.Odors X   X         

4.Tastes X   X         

5.Tangibles X X  X X        

6.Dharmas X X X X X X       

D
is

sa
ti

sf
ac

ti
o

n
 

d
a

u
rm

a
n

a
sy

a
 7.Visibles X X           

8.Sounds X X           

9.Odors X            

10.Tastes X            

11.Tangibles X X           

12.Dharmas X X X          

In
d

if
fe

re
n

ce
 

u
p

ek
sa

 

13.Visibles X X  X X  X X  X   

14.Sounds X X  X X  X X  X   

15.Odors X   X   X      

16.Tastes X   X   X      

17.Tangibles X X  X X  X X  X   

18.Dharmas X X X X X X X X X X X X 
 

 

K36-37 unfold the threefold analysis of dependent co-arising introduced in K26 (see above): 
Defilement (klesa) [K36] Action (karma) [K37] Foundation (vastu) [K37] 

Defilement is like a seed, a Nāga, a root, a tree, a husk of grain. Action is like grain with 

its husk, grass, flower. 

The substantial entity is 

like food and drink. 

As a stalk, leaves, etc., arise from a seed, so too defilement arises from 

defilement, action, and a real, substantial entity. 

A pond where Nagas live does not dry up; in the same way the ocean of births 

where this Naga which is defilement remains does not dry up. 

The tree whose root is not cut off continues to grow even through one cuts 

and re-cuts its greenery; in the same way, as long as this root, defilement, is 

not cut off, the realms of rebirth continue to grow. 

A tree gives forth flowers and fruits at different times; in the same way it is 

not at one and the same time that this tree, the defilement, gives forth a 

defilement, action and a substantial entity. 

Grain, even though intact, does not germinate when it is stripped of its husk;  

in the same way action must be associated with this husk which is defilement 

in order to bear fruit in a new existence. 

Action is like grain with 

its husk. It is like grass 

that dies when the fruit is 

ripe: in the same way, 

when the action has 

matured, it no longer 

matures any more. It is 

like a flower, the 

immediate cause of the 

arising of the fruit: in the 

same way it is the 

immediate cause of 

retribution. 

Food and drink are not 

reproduced in food and 

drink: they are not good 

except by being 

consumed: so too the 

"entity" which is 

retribution. 

A new retribution does not 

preceed from retribution, 

for, in this 

hypothesis, deliverance 

would then be impossible. 

 

 
 

 

Note: The study of dependent-co-arising in K20-38 is a specific unfolding of causality (explaining rebirth and what propels 

samsara (cyclic suffering) – see PURPOSE: K25 above). See also the more general explication of causation in Ch II, K49-65. 
 

Here also is a summary of K16-17: 
Garbha-vakranti 

(abide & leave the womb) 

1. Cakravartin (wheel-

turning king) 

2.First Svayambhu: 

Pratyekabuddha 

3. Second Svayambhu: 

Buddha 

4. Other sentient beings 

(not a garbha-vakranti) 

Consciousness: Enters in full consciousness Enters & stays in full 

consciousness 

Enters, stays & leaves in 

full consciousness 

Troubled in mind, no full 

consciousness 

Purity of action and/or 

knowledge: 

Has a great outflowing of 

merit and is made resplen-

dent through actions 

Has [great] knowledge 

obtained through 

reflection, meditation etc. 

Has merit, instruction, 

etc: both [great] action 

and knowledge. 

Without great actions and 

great knowledge 



 

Process of the World, Temporal Cosmology (Ch III, K89-102) 

A Kalpa (劫波) is an extremely great span of time, or an eon. ―Of what does a kalpa consist? The kalpa is by nature the five skandhas.‖ (K93). There are different types of kalpas: 

Maha-Kalpa (Great Kalpa = 80 small (antara) kalpas (K93)) – Cycles through 4 Kalpas: 

1. Kalpa of Creation  

(vivarta-kalpa) 

=20 small kalpas: 

2. Kalpa of Duration or Abiding  

(vivarta-siddha-kalpa) 

=20 small kalpas (K91-92): 

3. Kalpa of Disappearance  

(samvarta-kalpa) 

=20 small kalpas: 

4. Kalpa of Emptiness 

(samvarta-siddha-kalpa) 

=20 small kalpas: 

1. The world is created. 

2.-20. World is filled with beings 

(Human lifespan is ―infinite‖) 

1. The lifespan of humans, from infinite decreases to 10 years in length 

2.-19. 18 kalpas where lifespan goes from 10 years in length to 80,000 years and 

back down to 10 years in length, & in 20. From 10 years to 80,000 years in length 

1.-19. The world is emptied of beings. 

20. The world is destroyed. 

No receptacle world. 

Beings all reside in the 

Rupa heavens. 

Lasts from the primordial winds 

until the production of hell-beings. 

―the seed of a new universe is wind, 

a wind endowed with special 

powers which have their beginning 

in the actions of creatures. And the 

instrumental cause (nimitta) of this 

wind is the wind of Rupadhatu 

which is not destroyed.‖ K90: ―The 

winds come gradually and, finally, 

constitute a circle of wind; then 

there arises all of the receptacles as 

we have just described: a circle of 

water, a sphere of gold, Meru, etc. 

The mansion of Brahma appears 

first and then all the mansions until 

those of the Yamas. But this is only 

after the circle of wind arises. The 

physical world is thus created, and 

the world is now created to this 

extent. 

―2. Then a being, dying in 

Abhasvara, is born in the mansion 

of Brahma which is empty; other 

beings, dying one after the other in 

Abhasvara, are born in the heaven 

of the Brahmapurohitas, the 

Brahmakayikas, the Paranirmita-

vasavartins and the other gods of 

Kamadhatu; in Uttarakuru, 

Godaniya, Videha, and Jambudvipa; 

among the Pretas and animals; and 

in the hells. The rule is that the 

beings who disappear last reappear 

first. When a being is born in the 

hells, the period of creation, of 

twenty small kalpas, is finished, and 

the period of duration begins…‖ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Lasts from the non-production of hell-

beings until the destruction of the 

receptacle world. K90: ―When not a 

single being remains in the hells, the 

destruction of beings in hell is 

achieved, and the world has been 

destroyed to that extent: if a being of 

this universe has committed any 

actions which should be retributed in 

hell, the force of these actions causes 

him to be reborn in the hell of another 

universe not in the process of 

destruction…―Among humans of 

Jambudvipa, a person enters by 

himself, without a teacher, by reason of 

dharmata [see VIII.38, transformations 

of dharmas], into the First Dhyana. 

Coming out of this Dhyana, he 

exclaims, ‗Happy is the pleasure and 

the joy that arise from detachment! 

Calm is the pleasure and joy that arise 

from detachment!‘ Understanding these 

words, other persons also enter into 

absorption and, after their death, pass 

into the world of Brahma. When, by 

this continual process, there does not 

remain a single person in Jambudvipa, 

the destruction of the persons of 

Jambudvipa is finished… The same 

then holds for the gods of Kamadhatu.‖  

K90: ―Then, by reason of the 

exhaustion of the collective action 

which has created the physical world, 

and by reason of the emptiness of the 

world, seven suns successively appear, 

& the world is entirely consumed from 

this sphere with its continents to Meru.  

[continued in next column]  

From this world thus 

inflamed, the flame, 

conducted by the wind, 

burns the houses of the 

world of Brahma…So 

too, mutatis mutandis, is 

the destruction through 

water and through wind, 

which are similar to 

destruction through fire 

but which extend 

higher‖ [to the 2
nd

 and 

3
rd

 dhyana rupa heavens 

respectively].  

 

K102 outlines a 64 

kalpa cycle of 

destructions: 

7 destructions by fire 

followed by1 by water 

which repeats 7 times & 

then 7 by fire and 1 by 

wind. The 1
st
 dhyana 

heavens are destroyed 

each time, the 2
nd

 

dhyana heavens every 8 

kalpas, & the 3
rd

 dhyana 

heavens once every 64 

kalpas [K100-101]. 

 

K90: ―The world, which 

has been destroyed as 

we have seen, stays 

destroyed for a long 

time—during twenty 

small kalpas. There is 

only space where the 

world once was.‖ 

K98: ―The Sutra says, ‗There are visible beings, born of the mind, having all their 

members, with complete and intact organs, of fine figure, of beautiful color, shining 

by themselves, travelling through the air, having joy for their food, and living a long 

time.‘ Yet there appeared the ‗juice of the earth,‘ the taste of which had the sweetness 

of honey. One being, of greedy temperament, having perceived the smell of this 

juice, took pleasure in it and ate it; the other beings then did the same. This was the 

beginning of eating by mouthfuls (III.39). This eating made their bodies become 

coarse and heavy and their luminosity come to an end: and then darkness appeared. 

And then there appeared the sun and the moon. 

―Because of the attachment of beings to taste, the juice of the earth gradually 

disappeared Then prthiviparpataka appeared, and beings attached themselves to it. 

Prthiviparpataka disappeared and a forest creeper appeared and beings then became 

attached to it. This creeper disappeared and then rice grew, unworked and unseeded: 

this rice, a coarse food, gave forth waste: beings then developed organs of excretion 

and sexual organs; they then took different forms. Beings with sexual differences, by 

reason of their previous habits, were seized by this crocodile which is wrong 

judgment; they conceived an active desire for pleasure and so had sexual intercourse. 

It is from this moment on that the beings of Kamadhatu were possessed by the demon 

which is craving. 

―One cut rice in the morning for the morning meal, and in the evening for the 

evening meal. One being, of lazy temperament, made provisions. The others imitated 

him. With provisions arose the idea of ‗mine,‘ the idea of property: then the rice, cut 

and recut, stopped growing. Then they distributed the fields. One was the owner of 

one field; one seized the goods of another. This was the beginning of robbery. In 

order to prevent robbery, they came together and gave a sixth part to an excellent 

man in order that he protect the fields: this man was given the name ksetrapa or 

guardian of the fields, and, as he was a ksetrapa, he received the name of ksatriya. 

Because he was very esteemed by the multitude, and because he charmed his 

subjects, he became the Raja Mahasammata. This was the beginning of dynasties. 

Those who abandoned the householder's life received the name of Brahmins. Then, 

under a certain king, there were many bandits and thieves. The king punished them 

by the sword Others said, ‗We have not committed such actions,‘ and this was the 

beginning of lying…From this moment on, the bad courses of action, murder, etc, 

increased and the lifespan of humans became shorter and shorter. It was reduced, 

finally, to a length of ten years. There are thus two dharmas: attachment to taste and 

laziness which are the beginning of this long degeneration.‖ (The first 19 small 

kalpas terminate through 3 calamites: war, disease and famine K99.) 
 


